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A comprehensive menu of Mimoza from Dubrovnik covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Mimoza:
fantastic service, the staff was very friendly and very attentive. eating was delicious and fairly cheap when

considering that it was only 2 minutes to foot from pile tor entrance to old town. put them away a street, its very
beautiful environment and good ambiente. overall, very impressed by this restaurant. read more. What User

doesn't like about Mimoza:
Found this place in one of the older Dubrovnik food guides and understood right after dinner why it is not
featured in the latest food guides any longer... place feels like a canteen, not even close to cosy. The fried

octopus as a starter was very nice, the veal from the iron bell (you have to pre-order) was super fatty... tastewise
good but nothing to die for. Last but not least they made a mess on our bill. read more. The Mimoza from

Dubrovnik serves menus that you can find all over Europe, Here, the meat is freshly grilled on an open flame.
You have the option to, after the meal (or during it), also relax at the bar with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink,

and you can look forward to the tasty typical seafood cuisine.
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Mai� course�
CALAMARI

Starter� & Salad�
RISOTTO

Cereal�
STARTING

Sush� Or Sashim�
OCTOPUS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
MUSSELS

LAMB

SALAD

PASTA

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

DUCK

PORK MEAT

PESTO

TUNA

BEEF

SEAFOOD

GARLIC
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